
Compulsory insurance (insurance civil liability towards 
third parties) it’s the only in border 

 
Includes insurance liability arising from the use of vehicle used requires legal accountability for the 
driver / insured and that including  of damage to others from physical injuries material and impose this 
kind in Jordan mandatory under the law and works under the insurance system is compulsory from 
civil liability arising from the use of vehicles where necessary all his vehicle to conduct insurance 
when it licensed vehicle as though prices and limits responsibilities specific under instructions issued 
in accordance with the system and oversees the issuance of contracts Union Jordanian insurance 
companies through the Bureau unifier’s him and through its offices in circles license and centers 
border spread all over the Kingdom and distributes documents issued by these offices on local 
insurance companies. 
  

Procedures for compensation 

 
Inform the company of the incident and provide a police report documents (Kuris) and market licenses
 and vehicle insurance contract in force at the time of the incident. 
 
Pays the amount of the exemption decision by the insured (vehicle 
owner) for supplemental insurance or destruction either in compulsory 
insurance, there is no exemption. 
 
The company's representative to 
conduct detection on the affected vehicle is revealed damage and parts that need to be repaired or 
replaced. 
 
Repairing the vehicle in coordination with the company through agents spare 
parts and repair garages who accredited and deducted exemptions and rates established 
consumption in the contract in case of replacement ofthe affected parts. 
 
The amount is settled and paid expenses and expected clearance. 
 
For damage physical result of the incident, the settlement of compensation arising from physical 
injuries (expenses for medical treatment, temporary total disability, permanent disability) or death, 
it (injuries / death) aredepending on the type of insurance (mandatory / comprehensive) and the terms 
and amounts required by each type. 
  
  
Compulsory insurance pays 
 
1 - death  (24000 $) 
2 - total permanent disability (24000 $) 
3 - Permanent partial disability (24000 $) 
4 - temporary disability ( 140 $ ) per week and a maximum period of 39 week  per person 
5 - moral damage caused by the death ( 4000 $ ) 
6 - moral damages resulting from permanent total disability ( 4000 $ ) per person 
7 - moral damages resulting from permanent partial disability ( 4000 $ ) per person 
 

Compulsory insurance pays 

1 - medical expenses (10000 $ )  per person 
 

Compulsory insurance pays 

Instead of physical damage \ utility allowance is too \ impairment allowance (100000 $)  to 
reduce( max per accident.) 
  
For more information pals contact bellow 
 ( Contact person in JVC insurance company 0796043416 ) 


